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Abstract

For many years, the hippocampal formation has been implicated in the regulation of negative emotion, yet the nature of this link has remained elusive. Recent studies have made important links between the hippocampus and regulation of stress hormones that affect aversive memory. Additional studies have shown that the hippocampus regulates the gating of fear by contextual information. An emerging literature also links the hippocampus to prediction errors during fear learning and extinction. The mechanisms by which the hippocampus regulates negative emotion are clearly complicated, but suggest that interventions aimed at restoring normal hippocampal function may help with disorders of negative affect, such as depression or post-traumatic stress disorder and depression.

Introduction

The canonical brain regions associated with negative emotions in mammalian systems include the amygdala, and bed nucleus of stria terminalis. Damage to these regions leads to clearly defined impairments on cognitive tasks using fearful or anxiety-provoking stimuli. However, there is an increasing appreciation that other structures exert powerful modulatory influences over activity in these brain regions. One such structure is the hippocampal formation.

The hippocampus was first linked to emotion regulation by Papez, who hypothesized that increased anxiety and aggression following rabies infection could be attributed to damaged hippocampal circuits. The Papez circuit was ultimately linked to memory formation, rather than the control of emotionality, but this work established a connection between negative emotion and the hippocampus. Recent studies have shown that the role of the hippocampus in negative affect is complex. Some of this complexity arises because the hippocampus is a large structure with significant regional differences in gene expression and connectivity. In particular, the dorsal hippocampus (posterior hippocampus in humans) has strong connections with the neocortex, while the ventral hippocampus (anterior hippocampus in humans) has strong, direct projections to subcortical structures, including the amygdala. This pattern of connectivity has lead to the hypothesis that the dorsal and ventral hippocampus are differentially involved in mnemonic versus motivational aspects of learning.

In accordance with this, numerous studies have shown dissociations between these two hippocampal regions. Ventral hippocampal damage reduces avoidance behavior in...
ethologically-based tests of innate anxiety. For example, hippocampal lesions reduce anxiety on tasks involving a choice between “safe” dark high-walled arms, or “risky” well-lit open arms [7,8,10,11]. Ventral hippocampal lesions also decrease anxiety during social interaction [10] and reduce food neophobia [7]. Damage to the ventral hippocampus also impairs fear, leading to reduced expression of defensive behaviors during exposure to predator odor [12] and decreased freezing following Pavlovian fear conditioning, in which innocuous discrete or contextual cues are paired with footshock [8,12]. In contrast, damage to the dorsal hippocampus does not typically affect innate anxiety, nor does it abolish conditional freezing to discrete cues.

Studies in humans have also linked hippocampal activity to aversive processing. In a recent study [13], functional magnetic resonance imaging was used to identify brain activation during Pavlovian fear conditioning in which a visual stimulus was paired with mild electric shock. The left hippocampus displayed a heightened BOLD response during Pavlovian fear conditioning in subjects receiving stimulus-shock pairings, relative to subjects receiving the stimulus and shock in an unpaired fashion. This hippocampal activity has been shown to be related to the subjects’ awareness of the predictive relationship between a stimulus and the aversive event that follows [14]. Activity in the hippocampus, specifically the entorhinal cortex, has also been linked to the anxiety associated with painful stimulation [15]: one visual stimulus was consistently paired with moderately painful stimulation, and a second visual stimulus was paired with the moderate pain stimulus on most trials, but paired with an intensely painful stimulus on a small number of trials. This second stimulus provoked a higher level of anxiety, as reported by the subjects, but also evoked higher levels of hippocampal activity.

Collectively, these studies reveal clear links between hippocampal activity and the regulation of negative affect. But what are the specific mechanisms by which aversive learning can be modulated? Is the role of the hippocampus in the regulation of aversive learning limited to the ventral hippocampus? We discuss three mechanisms by which the hippocampus exerts a modulatory influence over aversive learning (Figure 1), and consider how these mechanisms might be affected by pathological conditions.

**Hippocampal inhibition of stress hormone secretion**

One component of aversive memory formation is the secretion of stress hormones, which act throughout the brain and body to generate a set of coordinated responses to promote survival in the face of adverse circumstances. Upon encountering a stressor, neurons in the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN) secrete corticotrophin releasing factor (CRF), which, through an additional intermediate step, leads to the secretion of glucocorticoids (corticosterone in rodents, cortisol in humans) into the bloodstream by the adrenal glands. Glucocorticoids induce many bodily changes following stress, including changes in metabolism, cardiovascular tone, and the immune system; they also promote the formation of fear memory.

The secretion of glucocorticoids is highly regulated. Numerous brain structures project to the PVN, and activity at these connections influences both the basal secretion of glucocorticoids, which peak at the time of awakening and decline throughout the day, and the acute secretion of glucocorticoids that accompany stress. The hippocampus projects to several sets of PVN-projecting neurons [16], suggesting that it may regulate the secretion of CRF by the PVN. In line with this, hippocampal damage leads to elevated basal secretion of CRF [17] and glucocorticoids [11,18], while also eliminating the glucocorticoid response to a social stressor [18]. Damage to the dorsal hippocampus is sufficient to induce these changes [17], though this does not preclude a role for the ventral hippocampus in the
inhibition of stress hormone secretion. These findings suggest that the hippocampus is not only important for controlling the secretion of glucocorticoids, but also plays a role in generating a “normal” stress response. Relationships between hippocampal volume and the cortisol response to a stressor have also been observed, with larger hippocampi associated with lower cortisol secretion in response to a stressor in humans [19]. In addition, studies have shown that humans who show cortisol secretion following an acute stressor also exhibited deactivation of the hippocampus, and the degree of deactivation was correlated to the release of cortisol in response to the stressor [20].

Collectively, these results show that larger hippocampal volumes are associated with stronger control over stress hormone secretion. This suggests that larger hippocampal volumes may enable faster recovery from stress. In accordance with this, small hippocampal volumes have been identified as a risk factor for the development of stress-related psychiatric disorders such as post-traumatic stress disorder [21] and depression [22]. It may be that elevated stress hormone secretion in humans with small hippocampi contributes to the development of these conditions. In animals, prolonged secretion of CRF or glucocorticoids promotes fear and anxiety. High levels of glucocorticoid activity act in the amygdala to enhance the consolidation of aversive experiences [23–25], and impair the extinction of learned fear [17,26]. High levels of CRF also promote anxious behavior through actions in the amygdala [27]. In this regard, interventions that prevent hippocampal atrophy may help with anxiety by promoting “normal” function within this stress hormone axis.

**Hippocampus and contextual control of aversive memory**

A substantial literature has linked the hippocampus to spatial and contextual learning, and contextual information regulates aversive memory in a number of ways. First, the physical environment in which an aversive stimulus is encountered may be associated with the aversive event, a phenomenon referred to as context conditioning. Second, the expression of the extinction of fear is context-specific. During extinction, the predictive stimulus is repeatedly presented in the absence of the aversive event that it once predicted, and the expression of fear is gradually suppressed. This extinction learning is context-specific. When the predictive stimulus is presented in a new environment, fear returns to high levels, a phenomenon termed fear renewal. The hippocampus has been linked to both of these forms of contextual control of aversive memory.

The role of the hippocampus in context conditioning is not without controversy. Postconditioning damage to the dorsal hippocampus produces a pronounced, but temporally graded, amnesia for contextual fear memory; lesions made shortly following conditioning produce significant reductions in contextual fear memory, while lesions made several weeks following conditioning produce little to no impairment [28,29]. Post-training manipulations in the ventral hippocampus also impair contextual fear memory [30]. These results are consistent with the idea that the hippocampus performs a time-limited role in the retrieval and systems-level consolidation of contextual representations. In contrast, pre-conditioning manipulations of the hippocampus often do not affect the ability to acquire contextual fear memory [29,31]. Although it has been argued that such findings suggest that animals acquire contextual fear by using elemental cues that comprise the context [32], other findings suggest that there are extra-hippocampal systems that can acquire contextual representations, but which are not as efficient [28]. Although the dorsal hippocampus plays an important role in acquiring contextual fear memories, the exact nature of its role is still unclear.

The role of the hippocampus in the contextual control of extinction is also complicated. To investigate the role of the hippocampus in the context-specific expression of extinction, rats
were administered auditory fear conditioning in which a tone was paired with footshock, followed by extinction training. Following extinction, fear memory to the tone was assessed either in the extinction context or a novel context. Dorsal hippocampal inactivation had no effect on auditory fear memory during extinction tests conducted in the context of extinction, but impaired fear renewal when the extinction test was conducted in a novel context [33,34]. This inactivation also prevented the contextual modulation of tone-evoked single unit firing in the lateral amygdala during extinction testing [35,36]. Ventral hippocampal inactivation prevented contextual renewal in a manner similar to that observed following dorsal hippocampal inactivation [37]. In accordance with this observation, a significant proportion of so-called “fear neurons” in the basolateral amygdala, identified because their spike firing directly correlates with the expression of fear, receive projections from the ventral hippocampus [38]; these inputs may enable the expression of fear following a shift in environmental context. Collectively, these studies show that both dorsal and ventral aspects of the hippocampus are critically involved in the contextual renewal of fear memories.

Contextual renewal is a phenomenon that is highly relevant in a clinical setting. Humans who have experienced fear conditioning in a laboratory setting experience contextual renewal of fear [39,40], but contextual shifts following extinction therapy in humans with anxiety disorders also promote relapse [41]. Thus, interventions that reduce hippocampal signals during contextual shifts may facilitate the context-independent extinction of fear, and reduce the incidence of relapse in clinical populations.

**Hippocampus and unexpected aversive events**

One early theory linking the hippocampus to anxiety was made by Gray [42,43], who noted that learning about stimuli that predicted either punishment or the absence of reward required increased attention to the environment. To explain this, Gray promoted the “comparator theory” of hippocampal function, suggesting that the hippocampus functions to compare predicted events with the actual occurrence of events. When a mismatch occurs, either because an event was incorrectly predicted, or because an event occurred unexpectedly, he theorized that the hippocampus sends signals to bias the organism towards behaviors that are adaptive in the face of aversive outcomes, such as the enhanced vigilance and attention that accompanies anxiety [44]. According to this theory, prediction errors, or differences between actual and expected events, are critical for the induction of an anxious or fearful state. Indeed, the necessity of prediction errors, or “surprise”, in associative learning has been well-documented [45]. Within aversive learning, prediction errors may occur during learning, when the ability to anticipate an aversive outcome is often quite poor, or during extinction, when aversive outcomes are unexpectedly omitted (Figure 2). The hippocampus has been linked to the unexpected presence and absence of aversive outcomes.

A variety of circumstances may contribute to the surprising occurrence of an aversive event. The expectancy of aversive events is low during the first trials of a multiple trial training session, as animals learn the predictive relationships between different stimuli. Accordingly, elevated hippocampal activity (relative to pre-training baseline) during standard fear conditioning is reported to be greatest in the early trials of training [46–48]. This enhanced hippocampal activity is correlated with the ability to accurately estimate the precise timing of an aversive event in humans [46], consistent with the idea that hippocampal prediction errors enhance aspects of aversive learning. Aversive events may also occur reliably, but at unexpected times. This unreliable timing both enhances fear and requires activity in the dorsal hippocampus during fear conditioning [49]. Finally, aversive events may occur in a completely unsignalled fashion, resulting in context conditioning, and the dorsal and ventral hippocampus both play critical roles in acquiring contextual fear memories [29,30].
Aversive events may also be predicted, yet unexpectedly absent. This occurs during fear extinction, in which predictive cues are explicitly presented in the absence of the aversive cue that once followed. Phosphorylation of extracellular signal-related kinase (ERK) in the dorsal hippocampus is strongly associated with prediction errors during the extinction of contextual fear memory, and pERK is expressed at peak levels early during extinction learning, when there is the greatest violation of expectation [50]. In humans, hippocampal activation during fear extinction has been observed only in the early trials of extinction learning [13], and the unexpected omission of a painful expected stimulus also triggers hippocampal activity [48]. Additionally, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) levels in the dorsal hippocampus are correlated with the extinction of fear; high levels of hippocampal BDNF are associated with high levels of extinction [51]. Thus, the hippocampus does play a role in extinction. Aversive events may also be predicted but absent during schedules of partial reinforcement, in which the occurrence of an aversive event is only partly predicted by a cue. Pharmacogenetic silencing of cells in the dentate gyrus of hippocampus selectively reduced the expression of fear to a cue with a partially reinforced history, without affecting freezing to a cue with a history of complete reinforcement with footshock [52]. Additionally, mice with impaired inhibitory neurotransmission in hippocampus, due to a reduction in synaptic GABA<sub>A</sub> receptor content, also show a selective enhancement in fear to partially reinforced cues, without any change in fear to a fully reinforced cue, relative to wild-type mice [53]. Thus, there is evidence that the hippocampus plays a role in generating prediction errors during fear conditioning with partial reinforcement.

Prediction errors may be maximal under conditions of weak learning, as the ability to form an accurate prediction may depend on the ability to form strong associations. Weak learning may occur either because an aversive event is only mildly aversive, or because pairing of a predictive stimulus with an aversive event was minimal. In support of the idea that the hippocampus generates prediction errors to enhance fear learning under conditions of weak learning, deficits in fear conditioning to discrete cues following hippocampal damage are more pronounced when either low intensity footshocks or limited training is used [54].

Finally, prediction errors may occur when environmental contexts are shifted and an animal encounters a fear-eliciting cue unexpectedly. As discussed in the preceding section, numerous studies have revealed a role for the dorsal hippocampus in the contextual renewal of fear.

Broadly conceived, hippocampal prediction errors serve to reinforce new learning. This may occur because these error signals trigger dopamine release from dopaminergic midbrain neurons to reinforce new learning [55], or these prediction errors may be conveyed directly to circuits of fear and anxiety. Because hippocampal prediction errors may either enhance (during unexpected aversive events, for example) or reduce (during extinction) fear, it is difficult to speculate how such errors might be manipulated to reduce aversive memory formation. Although patients with anxiety disorders display enhanced responsiveness to ambiguous cues (that is, cues that do not generate reliable predictions, and thus are associated with high prediction error rates), there is currently little direct evidence to show that prediction error rates are higher in patients with fear or anxiety disorders.

**Conclusions**

Current findings reveal multiple roles for the hippocampus in the modulation of aversive memory. Although the ventral hippocampus has been more strongly associated with anxiety, new findings show clear roles for the dorsal hippocampus. The use of sophisticated electrophysiological recording in vivo and molecular biological techniques will soon enable
a better understanding of the nature of the hippocampal signals that are conveyed to neural circuits for fear and anxiety. This will subsequently facilitate exploration of the ways in which chronic stress and affective mental illness perturbs these signals.
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Figure 1. Diverse mechanisms for hippocampal enhancement of aversive memory
The hippocampus controls fear and anxiety through multiple mechanisms, including the regulated secretion of stress hormones, the facilitation of associations between environmental context and aversive outcomes, the enabling of context-dependent expression of fear extinction, and the enhancement of fear learning via prediction errors. The hippocampus may perform these roles by direct or indirect connections with circuits mediating aversive memory.
Figure 2. Sources of hippocampal prediction errors
The hippocampus participates in many forms of prediction errors, where outcomes are unexpected. These may be conceptualized as four broad classes of error, including unexpected aversive events, aversive events that were expected but absent, weak learning, and context shifts.